Abstract. Homological stability for unordered configuration spaces of connected manifolds was discovered by Th. Church and extended by O. Randal-Williams and B. Knudsen: H i pC k pMq; Qq is constant for k ě f piq. We characterize the manifolds satisfying strong stability: H˚pC k pMq; Qq is constant for k " 0. We give few examples of manifolds whose top Betti numbers are stable after a shift of degree.
One of the first results in the study of configuration spaces was the cohomological strong stability theorem of V. I. Arnold [1] : for k ě 2
The abelianization of Artin braid group is Z; Arnold proved that higher cohomology groups are finite groups (they are trivial for i ě k) and also he proved cohomological stability for the torsion part: were generalized for open manifolds by D. McDuff [24] and G. Segal [31] . Using representation stability, Th. Church [7] proved that H i pC k pMq; Qq -H i pC k`1 pMq; Qq -H i pC k`2 pMq; Qq -. . .
for k ą i and M a connected oriented manifold of finite type. This result was extended by O. Randal-Williams [27] and B. Kundsen [21] .
We will define and study other stability properties of the rational cohomology of unordered configuration spaces of connected manifolds of finite type. Without a special mention, the (co)homology groups will have coefficients in Q. For a manifold M of dimension n, its Betti numbers, its Poincaré polynomial and its total Betti number are defined by
The top Betti number β τ pMq is the last non-zero Betti number of M, its cohomological dimension is cdpMq " τ and its q-truncated Poincaré polynomial contains the last qBetti numbers: P rqs M ptq " β τ´q`1 pMqt τ´q`1`. . .`β τ pMqt τ .
A space X has even cohomology if all its odd Betti numbers are zero, and a space Y has odd cohomology if all its positive even Betti numbers are zero (and it is path connected):
H˚pXq " H even pXq, respectivelyH˚pYq " H odd pYq.
We say that a manifold M 4m is a homology projective plane if its Poincaré polynomial is 1`t 2m`t4m .
Remark 1.1. There are classical results on topological spaces with three nonzero integral Betti numbers; see many example in the paper of J. Eells and N. Kupers "Manifolds which are like projective planes" [18] . In all of them m takes values 1, 2, 4. More rational projective planes are described in [26] , [16] , [20] and [33] .
Some algebraic models for the configuration spaces are bigraded and this will give a bigrading on the cohomology of C k pMq: H˚pC r pMqq -H˚pC r`1 pMqq -H˚pC r`2 pMqq -. . . .
In the literature there are few examples of manifolds satisfying this condition: R 2 -V. I. Arnold [1] , R n -F. Cohen [9] (see also [28] ), S 2 -M. B. Sevryuk [32] , S n -P. Salvatore [29] (see also [28] ), CP 2 -Y. Félix and D. Tanré [15] (see also [22] ), RP n -B. Knudsen [21] .
Remark 1.4. The (strong) stability property is missing in the torsion part of homology: E. Fadell and J. Van Buskirk [12] computed the first homology group of C k pS 2 q : Z{p2k´2qZ. Also D. B. Fuchs [17] proved that, for an arbitrary degree i, one can find a large k such that H ěi pC k pR 2 q; Z 2 q is non-zero, hence S 2 and R 2 have not the strong stability property with integral cohomology.
The first results say the previous examples are essentially all manifolds with the strong stability property. 
More precisely, for k ě 8, we have: More examples will be given in [4] . The computation of H˚pC k pMqq, using cohomology algebra of M, is easy in the odd dimensional case (see [5] and [15] In the even dimensional case, the cohomology groups H˚pC˚pMqq are given by the cohomology of a differential bigraded algebra pΩ˚p˚qpV˚, W˚q, Bq introduced by Y. Félix and J. C. Thomas [14] and extended by B. Kundsen [21] 
Weighted spectral sequences
In this section we analyze algebraic properties of the differential bigraded algebra pΩ˚p˚qpV˚, W˚q, Bq introduced by Y. Félix and J. C. Thomas [14] and extended by B. Knudsen [21] .
Let us introduced some notation. For a graded Q-vector space A˚" ' iPZ A i we will use the notation
and similarly A ďq and A odd ; the degree i component of the shifted graded space A˚rrs is A i`r . We suppose that A˚is connected: if A 0 ‰ 0, then A 0 -Q. The symmetric algebra S ympA˚q is the tensor product of a polynomial algebra and an exterior algebra:
where S ym k is generated by the monomials of length k (without any other convention, the elements in A˚have length 1).
Fix a positive even number 2m, the "geometric " dimension, and consider two graded vector spaces V˚, W˚, and a degree 1 linear map B W : 
We define an increasing filtration of subcomplexes tF i Ω˚pkqpV˚, W˚qu i"0,...,2m :
Obviously we have
The filtration tF i u i"0,...,2m and the weight decomposition t ω Ω˚pkqu ω"0,...,t k 2 u are compatible:
hence the spectral sequence E˚,˚pkq associated with the filtration tF i Ω˚pkqu i"0,...,2m is weight-splitted at any page:
pkq. Some general properties of these spectral sequences are obvious: Proposition 2.1. Every E˚,˚pkq is a first quadrant spectral sequence; as E ě2m`1,q r pkq " 0, the spectral sequence degenerate at 2m`1.
Here are few pictures of the polygons containing the support of the weighted components of the first page of the spectral sequences E˚,˚pkq:
The equations of the lines are α : q " p and β : q " p´1.
The equations of the lines are γ : q " 2p and δ : q " p´1.
The equations of the lines are ε : q " 3p, θ : q " p`2m´1, η : q " 3p´1 and
The equations of the lines are λ : q " 4p, µ : q " 4p´1 and ν : q " 2p`2m´1. Using the definition of the filtration F i , one can describe the support of ω E˚,˚pkq, in general:
The support of the weighted components of ω E˚,0 pkq are contained in the following regions:
ω " 0 : the triangle defined by 0 ď pk´1qp ď q ď 2pk´1qm; ω " 1 : if k " 2, the trapezoid defined by m´1 ď p´1 ď q ď minpp, 2m´1q; if k ě 3, the quaddrilateral defined by maxppk´3qp`2m´1, pk´1qp´1q ď q ď 2pk´1qm´1; ω ě 2 : if k " 2ω, the trapezoid defined by m ď p ď 2m´1 and pk´1qp´1 ď q ď p`p2k´4qm´k`3; if k ě 2ω`1, the pentagon defined by maxppk´2ω´1qp`2ωm´1, pk´1qp´1q ď q ď 2pk´1qm´2ω`1 and the exterior point pp," p2m´1, 2pk´1qm´2q.
Proof. In the table there is a list of elements of minimal degree (in bottom position) and elements of maximal degree (in top position) in the column F p {F p´1 of the spectral sequence ω E˚,0 pkq:
There is a unique exception: if p " 2m´1, ω ě 2 and k ě 2ω`1, the element of maximal degree is v 
On the 0-th page of the spectral sequence˚E˚,˚pk`1q we find that j E ě1,0
pk`1q has no element under the line p`q " k`1 for j " 0 and nothing under the line p`q " k`p2m´2q j for j ě 1.
On the column 0 we have j E 0,1 pk`1q " H˚, j pC˚pMqq and also
Proof. In this case the two graded spaces V˚and W˚are given by
where the first (and last) components are one dimensional: V 0 " xv 0 y, W 2m´1 " xw 2m´1 y (see [14] or Section 4). As in the previous proof we find out the lowest lines: p`q " hpk`1q for j " 0 and p`q " hk`p2m´h´1q j for j ě 1.
Proof. If M 2m is not a homology sphere, we have the relation m ě h and the Theorem 2.3 gives the inequality minthpk`1q´1, hk`p2m´h´1q j´1u jě1 ě hk`h´2.
Strong stability: odd dimensional manifolds
In this section the manifold M has odd dimension. Proof of Theorem 1.5. If there is a non-zero cohomology class (of positive degree) x P H 2i pMq, then x^x^. . .^x " x k will give a non-zero cohomology class in H 2ki pC k pMqq, with arbitrary high degree, hence H˚pC k pMqq cannot be stable.
If M has odd cohomology, with total Betti number βpMq " β, and a basis t1 " x 0 , x 1,1 , x 1,2 , . . .u of H˚pMq, then the highest degree of a product of length β`q´1 is ř β τ i"0 iβ i pMq, the degree of the product x q 0^p^i ě0 x 2i`1,a q. We have the sequence of isomorphisms:
1 is a closed oriented manifold, by Poincaré duality we find that β 2i`1 pMq ‰ 0 implies β 2m´2i pMq ‰ 0; if M has the strong stability property, this implies m " i.
If M has even dimension, the statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.6.4
. Strong stability: closed orientable even dimensional manifolds
First we give a necessary condition for the strong stability property. Proof. As H˚pMq " Qrxs{px 2 q, the two graded vector spaces are V˚" Qxv 0 , v 2m y, and W˚" Qxw 2m´1 , w 4m´1 y with differential
The second spectral sequence is
and this implies that P C 2 pMq pt, sq " 1. The third spectral sequence is
. By induction on k, we suppose that P C k pMqpt, sq " 1`st 4m´1 . In the pk`1q-th spectral sequence we have
The differential d 0 kills the 2m-th column; the 0-th column has the cohomology of C k pMq:
The case m " 1 in the following lemma, that is M " CP 2 , was obtained by Y. Félix and D. Tanré [15] . Proof. The two graded spaces are V˚" Qxv 0 , v 2m , v 4m y, W˚" Qxw 4m´1 , w 6m´1 , w 8m´1 y, with differential
The sequence of spectral sequences starts with:
p2q "˚E˚,m p2q˚E˚,m`1p2q "˚E˚,8 p2q
The result for the spectral sequences E˚,˚pkq, k " 3, 4, 5, are given in the following table 
---hence P C 3 pMq pt, sq " 1`t 2m`t4m`s pt 8m´1`t10m´1 q and P C 4 pMq pt, sq " P C 5 pMq pt, sq " 1`t 2m`t4m`s pt 8m´1`t10m´1`t12m´1 q.
From k " 6 the spectral sequences become stable at˚E˚,1 : 
On the column p " 0 we get ω H˚pC k´1 q and nothing on the last two columns, p " 3m and p " 4m; the differential d 0 is also an isomorphism in the cases: 
). In the k-th spectral sequence, the domain and the range of the differential Proof. Choose the non-zero odd Betti number of the highest degree, 2i`1. The graded spaces V˚and W˚are
The differential of w 2m`2i contains a unique term, 2v 2i`1 v 2m , for degree reason (a quadratic product v s v t with 2i`1 ă s, t ă 2m has even degree). The spectral sequence k E˚,˚p2k`1q contains the product z " v 2i`1 w k 2m`2i , which is a permanent cocycle. Its is never a coboundary:
The degree of z is arbitrary large, therefore M has not the strong stability property. Proof. Using Poincaré duality we can choose a positive i satisfying 0 ă 2i ă m : V˚" Qxv 0 , . . . , v 2i , . . . , v 2m y. In the spectral sequence 0 E˚,˚p2kq, the product v 2k 2i is a permanent cocycle and it is never a coboundary:
Remark 4.8. M. Maguire [23] computed all Betti numbers of C k pCP 3 q. Its top Betti number is β τ"2k`12 pC k pCP 3" 1 pk ě 11q.
Strong stability: open or non-orientable even dimensional manifolds
In this section we use B. Knudsen's model [21] : the differential graded algebra computing the cohomology of C k pMq for an even dimensional manifold M 2m is given by (here H´c is cohomology with compact supports and Q ω is the orientation sheaf; as before A˚rqs is the graded space A˚shifted by q).
In the same paper B. Knudsen computed the cohomology of C k pMq for three even dimensional manifolds with odd cohomology: Klein bottle K, the punctured Euclidean spaceR n " R n ztptu and the punctured torusT " Tztptu. He found that their top Betti numbers are β τ"k pC k pKqq " 2,
so these three spaces do not have the strong stability property.
We will describe few cases of manifolds of even dimensions with the strong stability property. 
The product V˚Â V˚Ñ W˚is zero by degree reason:
hence the differential B is also zero. If M 2m is not acyclic, then there is a non-zero x P H ě1 pMq. If the degree of x is even, then there is a corresponding non-zero v P V eveně2 ; otherwise, there is a corresponding non-zero w P W even . Therefore v k , respectively w k , are non-zero cohomology classes of arbitrary large degree, and this contradicts the strong stability property. by Poincaré duality (see [6] or [10] ), H´˚pM 2m ; Q ω q -H 2m´˚p M; Qq, hence
A non-zero (odd) Betti number of M 2m will give a non-zero w P W even . Its differential Bw is in p Ź 2 Vq odd " v 0^V odd ; the degree of w is at least 2m, and the degree of an element in v 0^V odd is at most 2m´1, therefore Bw " 0. The product w k gives a permanent cocycle in E˚,˚p2kq, and it is never a coboundary:
The degree of w k is arbitrary large, hence M cannot have the strong stability property. If M 2m is acyclic, the cohomology of C k pMq is reduced to
0 w 4m´1 y and this is stable. Now we can repeat the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.2.
Remark 5.4. It seems that the sequence of Betti numbers tβ i pC k pMqu kě1 is increasing for any i ě 0 and for any manifold M, with the exception of S 2m . For other peculiar properties of the cohomology of configuration spaces of S 2 , see [2] and [3] .
Shifted stability
We start to analyse the odd dimensional case. Proof. Let β 2a the top even Betti number pa ě 1q. For k ě Σ ią2a β i`1 " β`1 we have
hence M has the shifted stability property if and only if dim S ym k´β V 2a does not depend on k, therefore β 2a should be one. Now, for an even dimensional manifold M, we give three new definitions for shifted stability of the sequence tC k pMqu kě1 . In the first definition, the spectral sequences t˚E˚,˚pkqu kě1 are those defined in Section 2. We suppose that M satisfies the condition ω E 0,8 pk`1q " ω H˚pC k pMqq.
Definition 6.2. The manifold M satisfies the spectral shifted stability condition with range r and shift σ pr, σ ě 1q if and only if, for any k ě r, any p ě 1 and any ω ě 0, we have ω E p,q`σ 8 pk`1q " ω E p,q 8 pkq and this is non-zero.
The manifold M satisfies the Poincaré polynomial shifted stability condition with range r, shift σ pr, σ ě 1q and ratio Rps, tq ‰ 0 if and only if, for any k ě r, we have P C k`1 pMq pt, sq " P C k pMq pt, sq`t pk`1´rqσ Rpt, sq.
Definition 6.4. The manifold M satisfies the extended shifted stability condition with rang r and shift σ pr, σ ě 1q if and only if, for any k ě r, we have
The relation between these shifted stability properties are given by: hence the spectral shifted stability condition with range r and shift σ gives the Poincaré polynomial shifted stability condition with the same range r and shift σ. Second implication: The recurrence formula P C k`1 " P C k`t pk`1´rqσ R gives P C k pMq pt, sq " P C r pMq pt, sq`pt σ`t2σ`. . .`t pk´rqσ qRpt, sq.
Take ρ such that the strip r0, ρsˆR contains the support of P C r pMq pt, sq and h big enough such that support of t hσ Rps, tq is contained in rρ`1, 8qˆR. Third implication: This is obvious.
Remark 6.6. In order to have "weight stability at 0" in the sequence of spectral sequences t˚E˚,˚pkqu kě1 (i.e, there is a range r and a weight ω max such that ω E˚,0 pkq " 0 for any k ě r and any ω ą ω max ), we have to consider only manifolds with even cohomology: a non-zero odd cohomology class x P H odd pMq will give a non-zero ω P W even and infinitely many non-zero terms ω s P s E˚,0 p2sq of arbitrary large weights.
In fact, if the manifold M has the spectral shifted stability property, then M should have even cohomology. Proof. Take a maximal odd degree element v 2i`1 P V˚" xv 0 , . . . , v 2m y and the corresponding w 2m`2i P W˚. The relations dpw 2m`2i q " 2v 2i`1 v 2m and dpw 4m´1 q " v 2 2m
give the infinite (non-zero) cocycle
of arbitrary large weight. Definitely, the spectral shifted stability condition implies the "weight stability condition at 8": there is a range r and a weight ω max such that ω E˚,8 pkq " 0 for k ě r and ω ą ω max .
For the Poincaré polynomial shifted stability condition, a weaker condition is needed. The shifted stability property gives a formula for cdpkq, the cohomological dimension of C k pMq. Proof. This is clear from the definition.
Example 6.12. The cohomological dimension of C k pCP 1ˆC P 1 q is given by cdp1q " cdp2q " 4, cdp3q " 9, cdp4q " 11, cdpkq " 2k`4 if k ě 5.
For large k, the classical stability property and the extended shifted stability property give all the Betti numbers of C k pMq. The results for the spectral sequences˚E˚,˚pkq, k " 3, 4, . . . , 7, the "weight unstable part," are given in the table (△ k " P C k pt, sq´P C k´1 pt, sq): η,v k´5 2η y. In conclusion, the spectral sequences t˚E˚,˚pkqu kě8 degenerate at˚E˚,1 with the described eight cohomology classes in˚E ě1,˚p kq.
As a consequence of the computation we have the following table of the two-variables Poincaré polynomials (for each k, the first line contains the coefficients corresponding to s " 0, the second line those with s " 1 and the third line corresponds to s " 2) and the proofs of Corollaries 7.2, 7.3 and Proposition 1.9. pt, sq.
The complete details of the proofs of these and other results for the unordered configuration spaces of CP n will be given in [4] . Proof of Proposition 1.10. Obvious from Corollaries 7.5 and 7.6.R emark 7.7. In these two examples, CP 1ˆC P 1 and CP 3 , the sequence of odd Betti numbers is unimodal for any k. This is not true for the sequence of even Betti numbers, but the sequences of Betti numbers tβ i, j u iě1 are unimodal too, for each j P t0, 1, 2u.
